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hakin' for dollars_News_Bucket
tain because of the economy.
Barrett said she might wait
until the economy turns
around before seeking more
student money, or could look
at scaling back the project to
reduce an additional increase.
"There are several' scenar-
ios," Barrett said. "We could
go forward with fiscal year
2004with $20 and FY 05' with
$15.We could go forward with
FY 04' with $35.We could take
it over 04', 05' and 06'. There
are hundreds of scenarios."
. ASBSU President. Nate
Peterson said Barrett' should
be 100 percent certain she
won't seeka fee increaseI\ext
Administrator says budget cuts
should reflect inequity .
Blake suggests under-funded universities should get
immediate consideration
Bv Mgtt Nezngnskl
Tile Arbiter
Pollee plan saturation
patrol
Campus policewill conduct a
saturation patrol on campus
Thursday watching for traffic
and pedestrian violations.
"We'regoing to be looking to
cite people for failing to yield to
pedestrians, and also pedestri-
ans not using crosswalks," said
Deputy BrittonStuart of the Ada
County Sheriff'sDepartment. ,
In addition, police will
enforce speed limits, Stuart said.
"Hopefully, we can get peo-
ple to realize they need to yield
to pedestrians, as well as get
pedestrians to understand they
must use crosswalks,"he said.
The Ada County Sheriff's
Department and the Boise City
Police Department are partici-
pating.
With talk of fee hikes costing students
hundreds' of dollars, ASBSU President Nate
Peterson is considering suspending normal func-
tions of student government and focusing solely
on the fee increase.
According to Peterson's plan, the ASBSU
Senate will push through legislation for the next
three weeks, then abandon formal Senate meet-
ings. . .
Peterson says his main goal is to streamline pro-
cedure, abandon formality and focus on one issue a
day.
"If this issue is a complex and as imperative as it could
.be, we should probably consider streamlining things here
and working on the one issue that's most objectivelyrel-
evant to students on campus and that's finances,
student fees and the budget," said Peterson.
In order to accomplish a government shut-
down, he said that ASBSUwould disengage
from nonessential activities and representa-
tive roles on campus. He said, however, .
that major programs such as the
Bookswap and the upcoming
Senatorial elections will proceed ~~~.
as planned;
He also said that the Tuesday
and Thursday at 4 p.m. Senate
meeting .times will still be held,
and will remain open meetings that
anyone can attend. The main difference,
he said, would be that these Senate meet-
ings would no longer be set up for "legis-
lation passage."
Though Peterson's goal is that the
Senate will not be ''bogged down in proce-
dure," this aspect could be contentious for
Senators wishing to accomplish other campus-
wide goals.
Senator Brooke Baldwin said she agreed
that the fee issue was important, but it
should not supercede any focus on other
relevant campus issues.
Questions remain also as to what
power student government has over this
issue.
"Formally, there is very little we can
do outside of myself and the other rep-
resentatives from ASBSUthat sit on the
Executive Budget Committee who can
express student opinion," Peterson said. "1guess if that carries any weight, that might
mean something."He said that the informal powers of ASBSUare far more significant. .
"We are going to do anything we can to broaden the discourse and get away from
this dichotomy of students versus faculty and add to the equation the bureaucracy
here at BoiseState," he said.He also said that he feels legislators listen to ASBSUmore than the BSUadminis-
tration.
see BUDGETCUTSon pg. 8
ASBSUmulls student government
shutdown .
Move would allow student
leaders to focus on
fee increase issue ?• •'1 Boise State administrators are discussing unorthodox ways to solve uni-versity-funding inequity despite state budget woes that threaten to put off a
positive solution for several years. .' .
Peg Blake, BSU vice president of Student Affairs, suggested if the State
Board of Education requires university budgets to suffer holdbacks, it should
be done with equity in mind.
"I believe if you take an across-the-board cut, it is unfair," Blake said.
If the State Board appropriates 10 percent less to university budgets next
year across the board, she said, the inequity is actually made worse.
According to Blake, if the Board cut the BSU appropriation less than it
cut the other schools, it would begin to address the fact that
Boise State students receive less funding than students at
other Idaho universities.
"It's bad for everybody, but we shouldn't be taking
it in the shorts here," said Blake.
State Board officials have said they will not take
money away from Idaho universities to solve the
inequity. - .
"We want to bring those universities that get less
up to the levels of those that get more, not bring the
top down," said Keith Hasselquist, chief fiscal offi-
cer for the State Board of Education. -
He said a State Board committee decided equi-
ty should come from new money and not take
away from funds universities already have.
"Those that have been identified as being
unequally funded will get more money. in the
long run," said Hasselquist.
He said the Board has not discussed any
different funding ideas.
The inequity balances will, likely not be
funded next year, due to a faltering Idaho
economy.
He said it is likely the inequity will not
be funded for two or three years and
whatever money is due will be noted as
an IOU.
The Board has been given the author-
ity to solve the inequity problem by the
Idaho Legislature, if it reaches a solu-
tion in a timely way.
"The Board has said 'we will solve
it: but we may have to wait for the
economy to turn around," said
BSU President Charles Ruch.
Even if the Legislature
decides to step into the mix,
the State Board will still have
llIuslrotion by Ryan Honcod<, The Arbiter to allo.cate the fu~ds.. .Ruch said the equity Issue IS a
step between what the Legislature gives to the Board and what the
Board gives to institutions. .
"Board policies have caused the inequity in appropriations," Ruch said.
The inequity became an issue after the Legislature requested a study, per-
formed by private auditors MGT.
The MGT study discovered that Idaho universities were inequitably fund-
ed, mainly stemming from outdated practices of base budget funding.
Bv Segn C, Hgyes
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Boise State adopts
draft for terrorism
response·
Boise State's Office of Risk
Management and Audit Services
recently completed a draft plan
that now includes specific con-
tingencies for acts of terrorism
and the use of weapons of mass
destruction.
The plan is in response to a
recent order by Gov.
Kempthorne. Members of the
campus community are invited
to review' the document and
make comments and sugges-
tions to Dean Schurger, occupa-
tional health and safety officer.
The document can be reviewed
on the Web at
http://www2.boisestate.edu / e
hs.
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Business internships
available for spring
semester
Applications are ':lOW being
accepted from students wishing
to apply for the spring 2002
semester of BSU's Kauffman
Entrepreneurial Internship
Program.
This program matches stu-
dents from business-related
study areas with local small
businesses that wish to have an
intern to assist with special pro-
jects.Full-timestudents who will
be juniors or seniors during the
spring 2002semester are eligible
to apply. Successful intemship
candidates will agree to work
150hours for their host company
and will receive $9.50 per hour
and three credit hours for their
efforts.There is also a classroom
component to this internship.
Students may apply now by sub-
mitting a cover letter, resume
with their GPA, and three letters
of recommendation to the Idaho
Small Business Development
Center (located at 1021Md,nitou,
across from the BSUengineering
complex). '
The application deadline is
Nov. 15at 5 p.m. Questions may
be directed to Rick Vycital at
extension 3792, Shelly Houston
at extension 1839,or KeithWard
at extension 1888.
University 'Waits
on expanding SUB
Students may
avoid $35 fee
increase
Program'Prqposal ..
The .tud.nt ,.. Inc,.. ••• requ •• t I••• followtl: Ruch prepares cost-c1J.tting measures
By Mgtt Hczngnskl
Tlte Arbiter
then be closed and not tem-
perature-controlled.
"We can save a significant
amount of money if build-
ings can shut down in the
heat of the day," Ruch said.
University employees will
also work different hours, if
the plan is approved, modi-
fying the standard eight-
hour day.
Employees would work
for nine hours from Monday
to Thursday, and work a
short four hours on Friday.
Summer classes would
also be held for four days per
week instead of the usual
five.
Ruch doesn't think the
reduced days wi1l affect
classes.
"It depends on how you
package and present them,"
he said.
He said belt-tightening in
any circumstances can be a
bit disruptive, but good
_manaj;ement helps to ease
the strain.
"Engineers are putting
together the plans for this
right. now," said Ruch.
"We'll have to be more flexi-
ble."
The plan goes to the
University Council today for
approval before it is submit-
see COST-CUTIIHG on pg: 8
Full-time .tudent
2001-02 . 2002-03
$25 $35
(lnaddltlon)
TOTAl.
= $00 per studont
per eemeuter
($120 per yee,)
py Brgndon Flglg
The Arbiter
Part.tlme and Summar etudenl
2001-02 2002-03 TOTAL
$2.50 $3.50 = $6 per crodlt
(In addltlol'l) hour per
semester
As part of a continuing
effort to cut costs in the face
of state budget woes, BSU
President Charles Ruch has
submitted a summer energy
conservation proposal for
the State Board of Education
meeting later this month.
The proposal aims to cut
energy costs on a "flex-time"
schedule.
Under this plan, summer
classes will be consolidated
into a few buildings instead
of dispersed around the
campus.
Unused buildings will
Expansion of the Student
Union Building is now on hold
in the wake of budget cuts and
a recession.
Full-time students would
have been paying $60 per
semester next academic year
for SUB expansion - a large
amount, especially consider-
ing a possible fee increase of 15
percent.
Leah Barrett, Student Union
director, said she is 98 percent
certain she won't seek addi-
tional fee increases for SUB
expansion.
. In a time of budget cuts -
and a possible university-wide
cut of up to 10 percent - SUB
expansion is no longer a prior-
ity, Barrett said.
"I think we need to look at
delaying the project somewhat
because I'm more concerned
with faculty and staff jobs
being cut," she said. "SUB
expansion can't be the univer-
sity's No.1 priority."
Full-time students paid $25
this semester for SUB expan-
sion, and will continue paying
$25 each semester.
An additional $35 increase
was planned for next fall
semester - bringing the total to
$60 per semester.
But it appears students
won't be saddled with the
additional $35 increase. The
current $25 fee, which covers
engineering and design costs,
is ~rmanent, Barrett said. .
Construction on the project
originally was slated for sum-
mer. 2003 with. completion in
2005.
A start date is now uncer-
Approximate....··
.Squa~~rC?~tlil9~.Accounting students
place in top 20
A team of four Boise State
accounting students placed in
the top 20 undergraduate teams
nationally in the 10th annual
Arthur Andersen Tax Challenge
held Oct. 19-21in Seattle.
The contest,held at eight uni-
versities across the country,
brought together 99 teams from
78 universities to test their tax
knowledge.
Boise State's honorable men-
tion finish netted a $500scholar-
ship for the accounting depart-
ment.
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Candidates address student issues
Beck seeks tax
relief
py Lgura Wylde
The Arbiter
Rod Beckwas elected to the
Idaho State Senate in 1984. He
has worked to become "a
staunch advocate for lower
taxes, less bureaucracy and
more citizen friendly govern-
ment."
He was elected as the
Senate Majority leader in 1989.
Beck intends to pattern his
administration after former
Governor Phil Batt.
"This means I will examine
Reiser: More
college
graduates
needed
pv Paul Greear
The Arbiter
Jane Reiser, Boise City
mayoral candidate, wants vot-
ers to be aware of the impact
education can have on destiny
and empowerment.
In fact, this theme underlies
most of her political goals.
"Two-thirds of our work-
Hubbard looks
to improve
public
transportation
By Paul Greear'
The Arbiter
each and every function of citY,
government to determine if
the city should be performing
such service at all. I will ana-
lyze what functions the city
does best, and if any functions
could be more efficiently con-
tracted to the private sector,"
he said. .
Beck has ten commitments
he- stands by for his political
platform.
He said first that he com-
mits tp tell the truth, and sec-
ondly' he vows to avoid out-
side activities that might dis-
tract him from his elected
responsibilities.
He also promises not to
increase eitlier taxes or tax-
force do not have beyond a
high school diploma," she
said. "That's disgusting, horri-
ble and inconceivable ... to
have that kind of situation
with such a magnificent uni-
versity nearby."
Reiser's goal as mayor is
within two years to see a min-
imum of 1,000 people in the
Boise area graduate with at
least an associate's degree.
Also, Reiser says ensuring
academic freedom for BSU
professors is important.
"Should the' University.
breach employment or civil
liberty issues then I would
wait shelters.
"The idea of the high
speed rail would be a waste
of money until interior exist-
ing routes are established
and consistent, in order that
commuters from outside the
city can be confident inter-
city commuting is stable,"
she said.
She also said the bottom
line in this and other propos-
als is money.
"In the beginning there
might even be a period where
it (BUS) would be free, to
jump start sustainability,"
He has previously worked
with the Ada County
Republican Party on the
Republican Redistricting
Committee, building a model
that was used in court detail-
ing the changes.
Phillips also has experi-
ence with the Lincoln Day
Committee, . a Republican
fundraising committee.
He also worked as cam-
paign finance chair for
Sharon Ullman, who ran for
citY office in the most recent
election.
Tarry Hubbard encour-
ages community involvement
in improving Boise Urban
Stages. She· thinks the BUS
system should be dependable
and highly visible with safe
Phillips: Use
small budget
efficiently
By Layra Wylde
The Arbiter
Though Scott Phillips, a
group-purchasing manager
for St. Luke's Hospital, has
no experience as an elected
official, he has spent time
behind the scenes of city pol-
itics.
payer debt without a vote.
He said, "I commit to end-
ing the excessive staff salary
increases in the Mayor's
office."
He also plans to create a
stimulus package for the Boise
economy, which would be .
focused on security and tax
reductions.
Included in financial
affairs, Beck plans to prioritize
spending assuring "security is
second to none."
Finally, Beck plans to be a
role model for youth, work
with interest groups and citi-
zens within the community,
and serve two years in office.
see BECK on pg. 8
council them, however it's not
the mayor's place, 1 believe, to
become involved in internal
affairs," Reiser said.
Reiser believes the Boise
Urban Stage requires a new
plan, and total reworking;
Sunday service would be
offered, operating hours
would be extended from 5:30
a.m. to 11:30 p.m. and she
plans on [mplernentlng an
inter-county adjunct
Commuteride/BUS transfer
system.
Her "Read and Ride" city
BUS plan proposes a ticket to
see REISERon pg. 8
she said. "I'd really have to
look at the budget then."
Other ideas in solving the
mass transit troubles revolve
around the research of exist-
ing successful urban stage
systems, such as Seattle's.
Another option suggested
by Hubbard is establishing
an outside commuter lane, as
many city freeways have.
She strongly supports an
interface between the city
and BSU.
She envisions a coopera-
see HUBBARD on pg. 8
Phillips said improved
public transportation could
help alleviate the parking
troubles affecting Boise State
and the city of Boise.
"Public transportation is
an issue affecting the entire
Treasure Valley, and we need
to work to get Vitrans
online," he said.
He said that both urban
sprawl and zoning ordi-
nances provide a comprehen-
sive plan, that if the city were
see PHILIPS on pg. 8
Editor's notebook
Like fee increases? Then don't vote
Bv Brandon Fiala
The Arbiter
the administration of Boise
State, but the elected officials
who can, and do, influence the
university.
Elected officials help deter-
mine the amount of lees we
pa}', the availability of parking
and even the number of class-
es offered.
How can we expect to have
any influence over fee increas-
es when students don't even
know who the elected repre-
sentatives from their district
are?
Glenn Miles, a BSU alum-
nus, told me that property
It is critical that Boise State
students vote Tuesdar' We
have all heard the usua plati-
tudes as to why voting is such
a good thing - and then
ignored them.
Students are usually apa-
thetic until something like a 15
percent fee increase slaps them
in the face. However, students
might be less surprised by
such changes if they were
more involved not orily with
taxes in older residential areas
_ where many Boise State stu-
dents live - may jump by as
much as 18 percent in
December. This cost would
likely be passed on to renters.
Miles said some candidates
are seeking property tax relief.
For this reason and many oth-
ers, students must vote.
. We have the potential 1:0 be
a large, and important, voting
block. However, up until now,
this power has been squan-
dered. It's up to you to make a
difference.
Jordan calls
Boise State a
'ci~ in itself'
By Daniel Wolf
Special to the Arbiter
Maryanne Jordan, cam-
paigning for City Council
seat 2, and one of three
women running for city
office,. has much to say
regarding decisions impact-
ing students at Boise State.
She said, "the university is
a city in itself, and Boise
should respect what the uni-
versity has to offer."
Jordan believes the rela-
tionship between the city and
Mappwants
Nampa-Boise
mass transit
system
py Andy Penson
Special to tile Arbiter
Jerome Mapp was origi-
nally appointed to the city
council as a replacement for
Brent Coles who vacated his
. seat upon winning election as
Mayor in 1993.
Mapp subsequently won
re-election in November 1993
and again in 1997. Mapp is
up for re-election again this
Wetherell
focuses on
growth
By Andy Benson
Special to the Arbiter
Mike WethereH was part
of a revolution in 1985 when
he was first elected to city
council. Along with Sara
Baker and Jay Webb, he rose
to office with the promise to
abandon a failed urban
renewal plan that had been
. stalled for 20 years, and in its
place, institute a successful
revitalization of the down-
..
the university should be a
good relationship; and if
elected, would work to create
a more symbiotic bond
between the two.
However, she feels the
city's influence with the
internal structure of Boise
State should not be intrusive.
"Academic freedom is not
to be interfered by govern-
ment or religious organiza-
tions, and these issues should
be left up to the university,"
she said.
Jordan does not .address
the concern with Greenbelt
lighting, but she said the best
safety precautions that some-
one could use are common
sense and awareness.
She said Greenbelt securi-
year, defending his seat from
challengers Tarrell Hubbard
and David Honey.
With 28 years experience
as a public and private plan-
ner, Mapp's goals focus on
the development of Boise as
well .as expanding public
transit valley-wide. An exam-
ple of his development expe-
rience can be found in The
Basque Block. The project
was the result of a feasibility
study and design completed
by Mapp in 1988 prior to
serving on the City Council.
One theme of Mapp's cam-
paign is to purchase the
right-of-way for the Union
Pacific rail line from Boise to
town core.
Now that the development
revolution has succeeded,
Wetherell finds himself a
member of the old guard,
fending off the advances of a
younger generation deter-
mined. to foment their own
revolution. That's not to say,
however, that Wetherell
doesn't see a need for his
experience on city council.
He feels that Boise needs his
leadership in the times to
come.
When it comes to the rela-
tionship between BSU and'
the city of Boise, Wetherell is
concerned about the rapid
growth experienced by the
.
"
"
'.'
.J
ty.should remain the respon-
sibility of the police depart- "
ment and community volun- .
teers. However, she does not
specifically note plans to 11
increase police supervision at
any time.
Jordan feels the city needs
better transportation,-relating 'J
it to problems with universi- .',
ty students.
The increase in city densi-
ty creates a need for better
alternative transportation, ,-
and more direct routes are ..
one way she said improve-
ment could be accomplished. "
"There are not enough
busses to accommodate'~
everyone in the city," she n
see JORDANon pg. 8 .J
the BSU campus in Nampa. II;
He believes that by creating a
mass transit system from "
Boise to Nampa, it would be .J
possible to reduce the traffic "
on 1-84 significantly for much .'
less money then would be
needed to expand the inter-
state.
"1-84 has over 30,000 cars "
travelling it every day," he .'
said. "They are talking about
putting in $640 million' to
upgrade 1-84. So just in the
sense of infrastructure, it J
would be $50 million for 32
miles (for rail right-of-way) "
versus $640 million for 1-84." ..
5eC MAPP on pg. 8
university and the subse- c :
quent effect on surrounding
neighborhoods. . 1
"1 think there has to be
cooperative effort between ,
the city and the university to
keep a good relationship. Not "
only between the university
and the city but also between .:
the university and the neigh-
borhoods which surround it.
Because the growth of the
university created growth
pressures on the residential
neighborhoods around it."
However. he praises
University President Charles
Ruchfor the manner in which
university expansion has
see WETHERELLon PQ.8
By Laura Wylde
Tile Arbiter
Fortunately, by means of
this political series, I was able
to meet half the candidates
running for this year's city
election. During my interac-
tion with these men and
women, I asked myself what
makes a good politic~lleader.
I have not yet come to an
answer, but I can say this city
is lucky to have so many
eager, ambitious candidates to
choose from.
We have a diverse political
arena this election, which is
rare. First, there are two
extremely intelligent young
men ready and excited to get
their feet wet in city politics.
They are organized and effi-
cient, proving to be excellent
role models for students at
Boise State. These men chal-
lenge the idea that age is a
limitation in "the real world."
On the flip side of the coin,
there are a number of experi-
enced candidates who are ,
well-versed in the political
game. I hope they continue to
share that experience with the
population.
For the most part, in this
election, there is a wide vari-
ety to choose from. The
Arbiter, both in print and
o n 1 i n e
(www.arbiteronline.com). has
provided profiles of all but
three candidates for students
to utilize as a resource in mak-
ing an educated choice.
Getting back to the ques-
tion echoing inmy cranium-
what makes an exemplary
political leader? The answer is
in the vote itself.
As an idealist, I fantasize a
world where everyone eligi-
ble to vote exercised their
right, sending a unified voice
that the citizens of this city,
state or country were interest-
ed in keeping a critical eye on
their leaders.
. Election Day is this
Tuesday, and -to advertise
your nationalism, your patrio-
tism (more so than plastering
red white and blue on any
inanimate object), actively
exercise your freedom at the
polls.
Listen to nationally recognized speaker
and author Don Asher as he provides insights
and answers questions about how to apply and
gain admission to graduate school. There is no
cost-for the program and all are welcome ..
.Thursday, November 8
.7~3~p.m.
.• ,uCl.~tUlll,n8ullding.
. ,.LookoutRf)OIll
d'_"",, ,., .. , -','.- , '.-,,_c"',' '--
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Tuesday, November 13
3pm-7pm
.Boise State University Student Union
Jordan 'Ballroom
Meet with •Natlonill·. and' Re910nal Representatives from:
• engineering Programs -. law Schools
, . •Health Care programs.' '. •MBAPrograms
PlusMany: atners'l~udlngBoise.State And·Other local Graduate proijrams.
.~~,o'~~!<!t~~=="~.' .
Studententreprelleurs set own hours
Photo byTe<!Hormon, The Arbiter
Mavin' on up:Scolt Smith, BSUstudent and entrepreneur Is looking to turn his on':'slte computer hardware and software trou-
. bleshootlnCj business from something he does on the side Into his main source of Income. If you are In need of his services you can
contact Scolt by phone at 850-9209 or by email atscoltysmlth@hotmall.com.
By Mgtt Nezngnskl
The Arbiter
There are people in your
midst, who set their own
hours, take vacations when
they want, and have com-
pletecontrol over what they
do for work.
These are students who
have decided the normal
employee-boss relationship
is not for them and have cho-
sen to strike out on their own.
Scott Smith is one of these
students.
Smith troubleshoots and
does repairs on home com-
puters for his own business
venture.
He has been operating this
business for about seven
years on the side, and recent-
ly decided to make the step
to full-time.
Smith transferred to Boise
State from the University of
Le Torneau in Texas where
he was an Electrical
Engineering major.
"I would have been miser-
able doing that," said Smith:
He is unsure of his major
right now, but is taking class-
es toward a minor in math.
"I'm not directional right
now, but I'm just one step
above it," he said.
Smith has been advertis-
ing by word-of-mouth, and
has plans to build a web site
to promote himself, as well as
taking out print ads.
Jamie McGinnis, another
entrepreneur, originally from
Coeur d' Alene, offers her
time to fellow students with
children.
1£ a student has tests to
take or just wants to have a
night out, McGinnis is there
to watch their children.
"1 love kids, so I don't
mind staying home on a
Saturday night," she said.
. An Education major inter-
ested in bilingual education,
McGinnis also works for the
Boise School District as an
after-school tutor.
She works with a group of
second and third graders and
is required to make up lesson
plans for them.
"It's good experience for
me," she said.
McGinnis had worked for
the Boise Towne Square Mall
before leaving to concentrate
on school and her own busi-
ness.
Candidates for Mayor
Rod Beck
4257 Tattenhman Way
Boise, Idaho 83713
(208) 376-5520
Jeremy Maxand
2721 W Irene Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 850-9334
www.maxandformayor,org
Maryanne Jordan
10653 W Hickory Drive
Boise, Idaho '83713
(208) 377-9636
Jason Anthony Shaw
814 N 7th Street, til
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 713·4742
www,shawforcitycouncil.org
Gene Summa
2921 Pleasanton
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 343·3973
Harley D. Brown
2000 Panama, S7
Boise, Idaho 83705
(208) 321-9264 Candidates for City Council Scat 4
David "Pappy" Honey
2003 N 28th Street
Boise, Idaho 83703
(208) 367·0629
Jane c. Reiser
2840 W Cherry Lane, G-I02
Boise, Idaho 83705
www.janc1mayor.bigstep.com
Candidates for City Council Scat 2
Vernon L.Bisterfeldt
9779 Martingale Drive
Boise, Idaho 83709
(208) 377-2500
Tarrell "Tarry" Hubbard
4400 Pasadena Drive, !l40
Boise, Idaho 83705
(208) 344-4163
H. Brent Coles
5126 Bel Air
Boise, Idaho 83705
(208) 343-7345
http://www.brentcoles.com
Ron Dillon
1009 Resseguie Street
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 342-3910
M, Jerome Mapp
1855 Danmore Drive
Boise, Idaho 83712
(208) 345-7353
Ca'ndidates for City Council Scat 6
Scott W. Phillips
5606 S Onaga Place
Boise, Idaho 83704
(208) 345-5916
Matthew A. Shapiro
1210 W Franklin Street, 112
Boise, Idaho 83702
(208) 343-3042
www,shapiroforcouncil,org
Mike Wetherell
1292 Candleridge
Boise, Idaho 83712
(208) 343-1855
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She found working for a
company made it difficult for
her to get the time she need-
ed to do schoolwork, and
travel back home.
"At Christmas, 1 would
have had to have left on
Christmas Eve because of
work," said McGinnis.
She has yet to receive any
calls regarding her business,
but she has posted fliers on
campus and have had several
of the numbers taken off
them.
, "I'm financially sound if it
doesn't work out," she said.
"But it's nice to have extra
money."
OELAcelebrates
Dia de los Muertos
By Lgura Wylde
TlteArbila
OELA, BSU's Latin-
American club, gathered food,
flowers, a backdrop and an
altar to present' a display for
the Day of the Dead last week
in the Student Union Building.
Day of the Dead is celebrat-
ed from Nov. 1-2 as a time
where dead family members
return to ,the world of living
family members to enjoy the
luxuries left behind.
Fanny Vidales, OELA's sec-
retary, said, "in Mexico, they
usually bring music, or some
kind of band for the celebra-
tions. It is not a sad celebra-
tion, they are celebrating their
family members who are com-
ing back to spend a few hours
with them."
Adornments on the altar
represented items enjoyed by
deceased family members.
"We were supposed to put
up food these people who
passed away enjoyed," said
Vidales. "I put apples on the
altar because they represent
Washington, where 1 was
born. 1 was doing that for a
friend of mine."
Alma Gomez, a professor at
BSU and the counselor for the
E:ollege Assistant Migrant
Program, created the back-
drop.
The backdrop celebrated
Mexico's past, Vidales said.
Historical figures included
Francisco Villa and Benito
Juarez, both part of the
Mexican Revolution. An Aztec
warrior was also depicted on
the colorful collage because of
the history of Mexico.
"I just hope everyone at
Boise State enjoyed seeing a
little bit of what our culture
celebrates, and I hope they
look forward to our Cinco de
Mayo festivities," Vidales
said.
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p.m.; TUejday'in.;'t1w
Student ,Union Public .'
FotUrn Lounge. The ev~f
is free. .', .' " ,
Student Programs
Board presents the film
"American History X/' at
7 p.m. Tuesday in the
Special Events Center. The .
event is free for BSU stu-
dents, faculty and staff,
and costs $1 (or the gener-
al public.
Boise State women's
basketball will play an
exhibition game at 7 p.m.
Wednesday in The
Pavilion. For more infor-
mation, call 4264737.
The WAC Tournament
for Boise State Soccer runs
Wednesday through
Saturday in Dallas. For
more information, call
426-4737.
, The Student Programs
Board, Fine Host and the
Student Union and
Activities presents the
Moxie Java Concert Series
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Wedpesday at the Student
Union Brava! Stage.
Wednesday through
Friday, the Boise State art
department presents
"Object." The display is an
exhibition of digital pho-
tography •by Laurie
Blakeslee. Students can
see the presentation in the
, Visual Arts Center Gallery
I, Liberal Arts Building.
An opening reception
starts at 6:30 p.m. Oct. 19.
The gallery is open from
10 a.rn. to 5p.m. weekdays
and from noon to 5 p.m,
on Saturdays. Admission
is free. For more informa-
tion, call 426-3994.
Book Arts displays, by
students in English profes-
sor Tom Trusky's Book
Arts class runs
.Wednesday through
Friday in the Liberal Arts
Building hall display cabi-
nets. For more mforma-
tion, call 426-1999.
Charles R. (Dick) Lee
exhibition begins'
Wednesday and will run
through Nov. 21 in
Student Union Gallery.
Registration for contin-
uing students for spring
semester 2002 ends' Nov.
21.
Be Smart!
Don't throw your money
away on rent
C ' ::::=:--
• Buy for less than renting
• Zero down programs
• Homes near BSU
• Graduate with $ in your '
pocketl.
( ::::::=:- .
For a free list of homes
call Josh Knight at:
Prudential Jensen RE
371-2524 or
boisebuilt@hotmail.com
1
I
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Tight security, tighter legroom
i I honestly thought when I set
~ut to fly last week that it'd be
~e last I'd see of Idaho and
good old Boise State. I called my
mother, friends, bare acquain-
tances telling them all that -
according to the '80s Mike and
the Mechanics hit - is best to say
\n the living years.
i My mother drove me to
~oise Airport, headed to Denver
and on to my conference in New
Orleans, and filled me with hor-
ror stories of the airport being
some kind of Nicaraguan police
state. I could expect to be strip-
searched and probed on the
merest evidence that I was
attempting to sneak potentially
lethal metal items aboard.
It did not help that the two
pas(lengers ahead of me were
Checking in military-style duffel
bags and violin cases that I
imagined could hold some kind
of automatic weapon. In the ter-
minal, when I was tempted to
visit the restroom and leave my
bag behind, the P.A. system
every 30 seconds admonished
me not to leave my bag unat-
tended lest it be "confiscated
and destroyed."
It was scary enough that I'd
managed to get through the
metal detectors wearing a big
metal belt buckle. Honestly, I
didn't know what they'd con-
strue as a weapon. W0l11d they
confiscate my notebook at the
security checkpoint, in the event
that I unwind the metal spiral
and stab somebody in the eye
like Jamie Lee Curtis in
How would a 15 percent student fee
increase effect you financially?
"It's probably not nec-
essary, but I'm 1I0t goillg
to let it tletermille if rgo to
sellOol next semester or
1I0t."
, '
Waldo WaUase,Sophomore
"Tile fact tlrat I Ilave to
pay alit of state tllitioll .,.
, it l1lcreases my fees drasii-
. cally."
Jessica Quier,. Senior
"Yeah, it will. I'm on
financial aid I have a
grant right now... It
seems excessive to me
and I'm not quite sure
what the money is going
to ... Every semester I've
gone they've always
talked about increasing
tuition and stuff, and
I'm not quite sure what
the reasons are for it."
Sam Thiel, Sophomore
"1 don't think it's
right. .. I don't see the
economy slipping so
much that they need a
15 percent increase:'
Jarrod Bush, Sophomore
Hey we want to hear from you. Send in your guest
opinions and you might get the chance to have your
opinion read by thousands. Make sure to include your
class standing, nameof clubs or organizations or any
other pertinent information about yourself. Basically
your life story in a nutshell. Send submissions to let-
ters@arbiteronline.com.
"Halloween?"
Once aboard the airplane, I
noticed little change. Even at the
size of Calista Flockheart, I still
had nearly no leiroom. I can't
imagine what a six-foot tall, or
god-forbid stocky, individual
must go through.
Flying has changed since I
last ventured to the friendly
skies in the earlr. '90s, in that
regular old United Jets now
have TV screens, where we
were treated to multiple ads for
the doomed series "Inside
Schwartz:' the less risque of Jay
Leno's Headlines, and on my
journey from New Orleans to
San Francisco a badly edited
version of "Legallx. Blond,"
where words like 'butthead"
were inserted in place of profan-
ities.
The surprising thing about
air travel was that once you face
the initial hour-long lines and
scrutiny at the first airport's
security checkpoint, you're
pretty much home free until
you get to your final destina-
tion. Because only ticketed pas-
sengers are allowed into airline
terminals, once you get through
security in one, airport, you
don't have to worry again about
being manhandled or strip-
searched until your flight home.
There is the slight indignity
of the random searches, in
which passengers are selected
in an ul}fortunate lottery, and
then frisked and security-wand-
ed like Robert Downey, Jr.
I was told that if called, be
firateful that the airport is doing
Its job. However, seeing the
ordeal that random passengers
went through, and knowing my
neuroses, I expected if called to
be about as pleasant as Whitney
Houston after a fifth of Cuervo.
I also dreaded having my
name called lest fellow passen-
gers glance up excitedly expect-
ing to seetlle Emmy-winning
star of "Will &: Grace:'
Despite my fears, the worst
part of the air journey was the
morning flight out of New
Orleans. The lines for the securi-
ty checkpoint spanned for
seemingly half a mile in the
very early morning, after I'd
just gotten off Bourbon Street -
celebrating my birthday, no less
- hours before.
I learned on the San
Francisco IBoise flight, sitting
next to two incognito United
employees, that the mornings
are the worst time to board,
because the line begins before
. '- )~. .' ;
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the security checkpoints official-
ly open. I heard tales of people
having to bribe others to stand
in line for them while they went
off to the restroom.
What are we waiting for
here? Madonna tickets?
We're standing in line for an
hour or two waiting to be
crammed like canned fish into
seats built for munchkins. There
is nothing like trying to eat a
cheeseburger, which requires
assembly, without having any
means of disposing of the trash
on your plate, nor any room t~
move your elbows.
The irony of it is, also, that
after all that screening for lethal
weapons like nail clippers, the
airplanes give you a metal fork!
Media is conservatively biased
py Ngte Wllllgms time or newspaper space. What we have seen instead, again come from the Paranti
If media corporations want are attempts to stir up "patrio- lecture). Any of these events
Bias in the media has been to stay alive they must protect tism" or bipartisan support for are newsworthy from a liberal
promoted from an issue for' these two cornerstones of their our President; solemn reports perspective yet none of them
politically minded folk, to a existence. That is why we don't of our success in the war so far made their way into the media.
question of life and death for hear about news events that in Afghanistan, and skirting of Capitalists are, by definition,
Afghanis. threaten the legitimacy of the critical issues which flace the conservative because they have
As a nation, we must no status quo and why supposed- U.S. in the center 0 creating incredibly high stakes in con-
longer blindly swallow the idea ly expert opinion ranges from these atrocities. serving our economic system
that our news is "objective, the moderately conservative to Corporate I conservative (and the inequalities it perpetu-
accurate," and "fair" the extremely con- control of our major media out- ates), They will not give airtime
(from a billboard in G t servative-no crit- lets leave so little room for any to ideas, opinions, or facts that
Boise); recognizing ~~ ical leftists to be deviation in opinion, in fact, threaten their power;
instead, that it is Oninion found. that one columnist was fired Finally, I find it ironic that
crafted by a source .L- As proof that simply for criticizing Bush's the arguments for a liberal
with a specific agen- media executives actions on the day of the media bias come from guys
da and investment in the status keep an eye on what their com- attacks. Bill Maher, the host of who have ample access to the
quo. An understanding of the panies are putting out to make "Politically Incorrect" had to media themselves (i.e. Rush
inherent conservative bias in sure that it doesn't mess with apologize for suggesting that Limbaugh who has his own TV
our mass media system is their power, I offer this quote the U.S. should've sent in show and is carried by 200+
essential; it allows us to decon- from a major media executive. ground troops to do our killing, radio stations, as well as 200+
struct the watered-down, non- When asked about how much rather than using air strikes newspapers. Compare Ralph
, critical messages we are receiv- he controls the output of his (which he suggested were Nader, a prominent leftist fig~
ing about world events, and stations he replied, "cowardly"). ure who manages to get his col-
begin to make up our own "Considerably, quite a bit. I His suggestion was hardly a umn into only 20 or so small
minds about U.S. actions in make the final decisions:' (Ibis point of contention, yet a cen- circulation newspapers).
Afghanistan. information comes from the sored one nonetheless as adver- The people making, these
We must begin to assume same lecture). tisers pulled their commercials claims make them only because
responsibility for our actions as Of course, we don't need to and two network satellites a defensive media is an obedi-
a citizenry, and demand justice ask media executives if there is threatened to drop his show. ent media. Challenges to the
from our government. a conservative bias in the TIle boundaries of acceptable status quo (i.e. massive corpo-
Understanding the bias in our media. We can see it for our- opinion (even within the right- rate power) will not appear if
major sources of information is selves. The recent coverage and ist camp) are frighteningly nar- media outlets are worried
the critical first step. commentary on the Sept. 11 ter- row indeed. about afpearing too "liberal" .. ·
. Mass media are nothing rorist attacks on the U.S. is an This phenomenon is not I wil believe that the media
more or less than a group of excellent example. A liberally new. It existed when the corpo- is liberally biased when it starts
extremely large, extremely biased media would've rate owned media refused to critiquing capitalism, acknowl-
profitable corporations, report- swamped us with critical-leftist report such newsworthy events edges and persistently works to
edly nearly 50 percent profit analysis of the situation. We as the U.S:s role in putting eliminate structural poverty,
(this information comes from a would've never stopped hear- Saddam Hussein into power in racism and sexism; and beglns
lecture given by Michael ing about the global cconomi- Iraq; the fact that communist to faithfully report the actions
Paranti here at BSU a few years cally and culturally oppressive Cuba has only six political pris- our government and corpora-
ago). They are owned by capi- system of U.S. capitalism that is oners, while U.S. backed and tions take daily which oppress
talists whose power relies on partly responsible for all this; funded Turkey, has 100,000+ millions of innocent people
the perpetuation of the capital- the importance of protecting of Kurds in jail; or the fact that across the globe. '
ist system, as well as on contin- our civil liberties here at home; three Senate committees have
ued profits, which come from and the necessary long-term found the CIA to be involved in
the advertisers who buy air- changes in U.S. foreign policy, drug trafficking (these facts,
It's great to be a native
because we get to spend a lot of
our time trying to enlighten
other peopfe about wKat it
means to be a persort indi~
to the American ronl.inent.lcan't
begin to tellyou how mucltfunit
is ' to" deal, ,with, ignorant·· and
mean .spiritedpeppleJ~Jerel
Rod Beck for mayor
Thomas, who wrote the "It's from what is factual and what teach, are a student, or staff per-
great to be native;" piece in the could most accurately be charac- son, you have a perfect opportu-
Nov. 1, 2001 Arbiter. The only terized as nothing more than a nity to leam more of the facts of
thing that was new and surpris- self-indulgent rant. what it means to be an American
ing about his racist opinion piece Unfortunately, the editorial Indian, or as some members pre-
is that it appeared in a university by Jerel Thomas is nothing more fer to be called, First Nations
student paper. I am more used to than an ignorant rant that snubs People. We are organizing a First
seeing thisKind of editorial driv- the idea of academic research, or Nations Conference for March 14
el left on my doorstep here in real knowledge about the subject . to 16,2002here at Boise State that
Boise by moronic Nazis from he ranted about. This is more is designed to be attended by
Northern Idaho, than in' the troubling to me than his rant : students, professors and staff,
Arbiter. was; that is; that the Arbiter has regardless of their background.
Academic freedom is a very little or no standards that are The conference is designed. to
special thing, fur both students able to distinguish between help crOSSthe imagined and real
and professors. It is a policy that something that falls under the gaps that exist between cultures.
allows us to explore new intellec- headings of personal opinions, We are presenting a forum with
tual ground without encum- academic freedom or the ranti- which to exchange research,
brances that could jeopardize the ngs of an ignorant racist. The fact views and information and need
free exchange of research, dis- that the racist editorial was print- your participation to make it a
coveries and knowledge. I take ed points to the fact success. The conference is
my own.. BO.ise,.'State studen.ts to ~'" . th.at it,re.a,lIY d,'oes- designed to help educate peopletask and do every- /\ n't matter to the like Thomas, so that he can be
thing .I can to1 tt' y Arbiter if an edi- informed about the facts of an
teach. them that e ers '. torial is '!" igno- issue, and he won't have to feel
there IS a process. rant raCIst rant, obligated to. write an ignorant,
in place that to the ., . ,or a thoughtful unirUormed opinion piece about
allows them to emb.race eA'I+'O' r'reflection about an issue in wnich hehas demon-
their own points of view and U ,l!' critical issues. strated very little expertise.
to do the research and present . . If I· were, Don't let yourself be put in
, credt'ble evidence that supports traveling through Boise State Thomas' position of racist igno-
their particular stano!. , University today and read this, rance. Come to the conference,
What is ~nic is that I often I'd have serious doubts about the get yourself more informed
have a, hard time ~g '.stu- ,intellectual rigor of their institu- . about the issues, and in so doing,
dents to take some kin.d of stance tion. help to make our world a better
and to defend their position(s) ,Does this person represent a place to live.
with solid. academic research. I larF;er group of people? If so,
teach thetri,that their conclusions, w~re. in bigger trouble than we Larry McNeil. .
,need to be supported by their think we' are and not only Assistant Professor
,research inan:unmerthat can be because oflts overt racistserisi- -Member, 11ingit and Nisgaa
substantial'ed;and irdhisman-bilities. . '., Nations
ner,o~0t\fl aree~ted' Regardless, of whether you
Students - gouged again.
This time it's a rent hike.
What's happening? Property
tax in older Boise residential
areas are jumping - o.n average
- 18 percent pee. 20.
Landlords will have to raise
rent to pay the tax. Other land-
lords seeing what's happening
- could follow suit.
One candidate for mayor
wants property tax relief: Rod
Beck for mayor.
You can register at the
polling place W.ith proof of
address - like a phone or
power bill or driver's license.
Heyl Legislators are more
likely to pay attention to stu-
dents' lobby if they see stu-
dents vote.
Glenn Miles, Boise
BSUalumnus
Ifs Great to be Q
Native, Part II
Darrln Shindle
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Louisiana Tech swamps Broncos
This game was a
game of scoring runs as
Boise State had stretch-
es of 21 and 14 unan-
swered points, while
Louisiana Tech put
together a run of 31
straight points.
The Broncos fell
behind 7-0 after the
Bulldogs Joe Smith
capped off a seven-play
58-yard drive with a 9-
yard .run. Louisiana
Tech mixed in the run
just enough to keep the
Broncos un-balanced as Smith
had runs of 11and13 yards on
the drive.
BoiseState got on the board
as Ryan Dinwiddie hit [eb
Putzier for a 13-yard touch-
down completion. The
Broncos looked good on this
drive as Putzier came up big
with three completions.
After the Broncos defense
held Louisiana Tech to a three
and out, Tim Gilligan set up
another score with a big punt
return down to the Bulldog
35-yard line. Dinwiddie hit
Putzier again on third down
to give the Broncos a fourth
and one. Dinwiddie dove over
the right side of the line to
By Pgrrln Shindle
The Arbiter
Vs.
The BoiseState Broncos fin-
ished 25 yards short of win-
ning a weird, yet amazing,
game Saturday in Ruston, LA.
losing 48-42. '
It was a win that would
have given the Broncos sole
position of first place in the
WAC. '
Instead, the Broncos fell
short after mounting a fourth
quarter comeback to get with-
in three points after trailing by
as many as 17.
, Boise State quarterback
Ryan Dinwiddie's pass with
the Broncos trailing by six
points to [eb Putzier bounced
off the Bulldogs' Jamie
Nichols head and was inter-
cepted by Brandon Avance to
seal the game with 30 seconds
left.
"Give them credit," coach
Dan Hawkins said of the
Bulldogs. "They made the
plays."
Louisiana Tech made a lot
of plays racking up 516 total
yards, with 464 of them com-
ing through the air. The
Bulldogs had scoring plays of
56, 67, and 68 yards.
convert the fourth down and
keep the drive alive. Forsey
capped off the drive with a
nine-yard touchdown recep-
tion to give the Broncos the
lead 14-7.
Louisiana Tech started
their next possession on their
own eight-yard line. After a
big third down conversion the
Bulldogs were forced to punt,
but that didn't go as planned.
The snap went past the punter
and Quinten Mikell landed on
the loose ball to give the
Broncos a first-and-goal on
the Bulldogs seven-yard line.
It only took the Broncos
one play to score as Gilligan
took the ball around the end
on a sweep and walked in
untouched for the touchdown.
That was it for this part of
the Broncos run. Next up
Louisiana Tech. .
Louisiana Tech promptly
scored on six of their next
seven possessions, while hold-
ing the Broncos to only one
score during the run.
They started by answering
the Broncos rally with a quick
strike to D.J. Curry from Luke
McCown for a 67-}'ard touch-
down. It came on the "swing-
ing gate," a play the Broncos
couldn't stop all day. This
made the score 21-14.
On the ensuing kick-off, the
turnover bug hit the Broncos
again as Forsey fumbled and
the Bulldogs recovered on the
Broncos 21-yard line. The
Broncos defense took the chal-
Lady Broncos drop two at home
By Steye Gowgns
Tile Arbiter
received great play by Joy
Baldwin who had 7 kills, 3
digs, and the only block of the
game for BSU.Megan Tranter
added 9 digs and Mindy
Bennett finished with 16
assists.
The Bulldogs were led by
Kristen Fenton who had 10
kills and 6 digs for the match.
The week definitely didn't
get any easier as 10th ranked
Hawaii came in on Saturday
and throttled the Broncos in
dominating fashion. Hawaii
wasted little time beating
BSU as they more then dou-
bled Boise 10 every statistical
category. The Broncos fell in
3-straight, 30-13, 30-13, and
30-17.
Hawaii as a team had an
astounding 44 kills, 40 assists,
49 digs, 16 blocks, and 8 aces
compared to Boise State's 24
kills, 22 assists, 29 digs, and 7
blocks.
The Rainbow's were led by
Maja Gustin who had 16 kills
and 4 blocks.
Standouts for BSU were
Joy Baldwin who had 7 kills,
6 digs, and 2 blocks, and
Megan Tranter who added 5
kills,S digs and 2 blocks.
The Broncos now look
ahead as they host two more
Western Athletic Conference
match-ups as Nevada and
San Jose State come to the
Pavilion at 7 p.m. Nov. 9 and
10.
"We're going to continue
to stay positive as a team and
all we can do now is take it
one game at a time and try to
improve from week to week,"
said Heler.
The women's volleyball
team hosted a pair of confer-
ence games on Thutsday and
Saturday night as they wel-
comed the Bulldogs of Fresno
State (13-7, 7-4 in WAC) and
the 10th ranked team in the
nation, Hawaii (18-4, 10-0 in
WAC) into the Pavilion.
The Broncos (1-20, 1-10 in
WAC) got off to a strong start
against Fresno as they scored
four quick points and seemed
to be clicking offensively.
Fresno State however, calmed
down and referred back to
their tenacious defense as
they limited the scoring
opportunities the Broncos
had been getting.
"We knew coming into the'
match that this wouldn't be
an easy game for us since the
Fresno defense is probably
one of the best we've seen,"
sophomore middle blocker
Jacqueline HeIer said.
The offense that was work-
ing so well for the Broncos
began to fall apart as they
committed several errors and
seemed to suddenly fall out
of sync.
The Bulldog offense then
took advantage and made a
surge of their own as they
wracked up point after point
and won the match to the
final of 30-15.
The next two games told
much of the same story as
Fresno's relentless defense
refused to let BSU ever take
control. Boise State went on
to lose the second game 30-
13, and then the third 30-16.
Despite the losses, Boise
I
PhotobyTtdHonnon, The ArbUor.
Outside hitter Nicole Christensen dives In a"empt to return a hit
by the Bulldogs.
Pregnant?
and need help ...
FREE,
Pregnancy test
VOTE ROD BECK FOR MAYOR
. . .
~ . NOV.oTI-I
BIRTHRIGHT
Boise. Idaho 83702
Be
, ......
Higher Property Tax-
Means Hig~er Rent
Rod Beck Supports Property Tax Relief
i rnr N. 28th
.342-1898
All help is conf'idenfial
and Free
'1_800-550-4900 ...
Home Loan Pre~quallfication at no charge!
Takes 15minutes
1-877-467-4417
Are heroes born?
Or are they made?
Paid for: Alumni Beck for Mayor
'15ide ~ child is a hidden suength,
11" unknown ability. II hero waiting to be Henry-White
discovered,. In lIftcr)choo! program .., kids get invol ved in all . GRI, Associate Broker Direct (208) 890-,800
ktnds of activities - scholastic, athletic and Cfflative, Aeti"i\ie-s
that help them realtze they have the potential to de beUer Yes !-It'sFree,!-_ and reach !urther than they ever im~gined. Because In the
end. thal'S what makes a hero, let us know you want
aftersc.hool programs in your area. C.1I t-aOo-USA-LeARN.
't~.,_,~."L', Afterschool programS
Helping 1c.ldstl~ thl hero within,.
w_.tfttrschoolalllanc •. org'
lenge on this posses-
sion and drove the
Louisiana Tech
offense back 15 yards
before they settled for
48-yard field goal.
Louisiana Tech
ended the scoring in
the first half with a
one-yard run by
McCown with 38 sec-
onds left. , The
Bulldogs took the lead
into the half 24-21.
Louisiana Tech
scored two more touchdowns
before the Broncos could get
back on the board in the third
quarter. McCown hit Simon
for an eight-yard touchdown,
and then hit Curry again for a
68-yard touchdown giving the
Bulldogs a 38-21 lead.
Boise State managed to get
in a score on a 30-yard screen
pass to David Mikell. The
score was again made possible
after a big third down recep-
tion by Putzier.
The Bulldogs answered
again as McCown tossed a 56-
yard touchdown pass to Allen
Stark. Louisiana Tech extend-
ed its lead back to 17 points at
45-28.
Just when the game looked
out of reach for the Broncos,
they got back tip on another
run. Mikell scored again, this
time on the ground, with an
eight-yard touchdown run.
After the teams traded punts
and Louisiana Tech was set up,
to punt again, Kameron.
Merritt blocked the punt and:
Wes Nurse took the block in-
for the touchdown. Boise State:
suddenly found themselves:
down only three points at 45-:
42.
The Bulldogs added anoth-:
er field goal and then stopped:
the Broncos on their last drive:
at the 25-yard line.
"Give our kids credit for
hanging in there," Hawkins:
said.
The Broncos had 506 total
yards. Putzier had another ter-
rific game with seven catches
for 112 yards and a touch-
down. Dinwiddie was 30 of 49
for 351 yards. He had three
touchdown passes and two
interceptions. Forsey had 71
yards rushing and Mikell
added 66.
The loss drops Boise State
to 5-4 overall and 4-2 in the
WAC.
WAC Football Standings
Team (overall) W L
Louisiana Tech (5-3)
Boise State (5-4)
Hawaii (5-2)
Rice (6-2)
Fresno St. (7-2)
San Jose St. (2-5)
SMU (2-5)
Nevada (2-6)
UTEP (2-6)
Tulsa (1-7)
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
2
1
'0
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
5
Top 25 Scores
1.Miami def. Temple 38-0
2. Nebraska def. Kansas S1-7
3. Oklahoma def. Tulsa 58-0
4. Rorldadef. Vanderbilt 71-13
5. Texasdef.Baylor49-10
6. Michigan lost to Michigan St.26-24
7. Tenn. def. Notre Dame 28-18
8. Oregon def. Arizona State 42-24
9. UCLAlost to (16) Washington St. 20-14
10. Stanford lost to (11) Washington 42-28
11. Washlnoton def. (10) Stanford 42-28
12. Va. Tech lost to Pittsburgh 38-7
13. BYU deft Colorado State 56-34
14. Rorlda St. def ..Clemson 41-27
1S. Maryland def.Ti'OY St. 47 - ,14
1G.Wash. St. deft (9) UCLA 20-14
17. S.CaraUna deft Wofford 38-14
18. Georgia was Idle,
19. Syracuse was Idle
20. purdue lost to (21) IlUnols 38-13 .
21.IIUno15 deft (20) Purdue 38-13
22. N; Carolina l05tto (23) Gu.Tech 28-
23. aa.Teehdef. (22) N. Carolina 28:-21
24. Texas A&M. toltto Texas Tech 12,,:,0'
25. Colorado dGf,'t.\lssourl38-24 '
Beach Club
Tanning
~ I
Students ride the big green wove
Kayak Club visits
Oregon Coast
Bv J, Patrick Kelly
Tile Arbiter
A few weeks ago, 13 mem-
bers of Boise State's Kayak
Club drove all night to frolic
in the breakwaters .on the
Oregon Coast. Their destina-
tion: Oswald State Park, south
of Cannon Beach.
Club president Ben
Davidson, who has been
kayaking ' for nine years,
helped coordinate the Oregon
Coast excursion.
"With the water levels
down in the local rivers, this
trip was a great opportunity
- for us because the coast has
excellent surf all of the time,
and Oswald State Park has
something for' everyone,"
Davidson said.
Late in the night, the stu-
dents packed into a Boise State
van with their kayaks in tow
and headed for the rugged
coastline. There was only one
problem as they neared the
ocean, nobody had a map of
the location, but luckily, one
student had a GPS device,
which enabled them to find
their destination easily.
Of course, it rained the first
two days of their trip as if
often does in the shadow of
the Oregon coastal range, but
the weather didn't stop the
kay akers from their mission:
having fun in the ocean.
Ocean kayaking varies
greatly from river kayaking
because of the size and turbu-
"Pull quotes are
set in Palatilto,
bold italic, 14
point, 14point
leading; flUSI! left:"
_ Credit Line, Gadget, 10
point, 10 point leading
lence of the cresting waves.
Davidson said that Oswald
State Park is a perfect place to
kayak because there is a calm
bay for beginners to practice
their skills and breaking
waves farther offshore for
more experienced kayakers to
hone their technical abilities.
"Some of us got the chance
to surf large green waves. One
thing kayakers can do that
surfers can't do, is after the
wave breaks, it creates a foam
pile, and we can play in that
foam pile all of the way into
the beach," Davidson said.
To add to the excitement,
the students also enjoyed seals
and otters playing in their nat-
ural environment. Marine
mammals weren't the only
wildlife the students saw
because raccoons invaded
their campsite at night. One
kayaker awoke after a masked
bandit ate a hole in the tent
and swiped his trail mix, and
one diligent raccoon got the
lid off of a Dutch oven and
dined on the club's leftover
A kayaker prepares to play In t\'le Pacific's waters off the coast of Oregon',
the spring and summer.
For more information
about the Kayak Club, call Ben
Davidson at 426-3655.
, I
i
I,
River and other locales.
Davidson is also setting
higher goals for the club this
school year by entering the
kay akers in competitions, like
the Boise County Throwdown
and the Payette Whitewater
Roundup, which take place in
has a membership of 25 peo-
ple, but Davidson encourages
other kayakcrs to join. The
club has weekly indoor pool
sessions in the winter and
when the rivers rise in the
spring, they are planning
weekly trips to the Payette
berry cobbler. .
On the third day, the sun
finally broke through the
clouds and gave the kayakers
one last chance to ride the
waves and produced a beauti-
ful golden sunset.
The Kayak Club currently
"
heavy traffic on Broadway
and ducked into Aladdin for
a tasty bowl of White Bean
Soup ($2.75-lunch/$3.25-din-
ncr), which is legume-laden
with fresh herbs in a savory
tomato broth. They also serve
flavorful Lentil Soup for the
same price that is also guar-
anteed to make your toes curl
in delight.
I paired the hearty soup
with a Tripoli Mezza platter
for two ($6.50-lunch/$7.75-
dinner), which consists of
Hummus (mashed chickpeas
with tahini), Baba Ghanouj
(garlic-powered pureed egg-
plant), Fattoush (minced
greens, onions and parsley),
fresh sliced cucumbers and
Spitfire tour rallies
Kent State students••·•••·
Aladdin's rustic fare·warms
stomachs and souls
i ..... ·~,Snr_.+-
*' • ,AiR NATIONAL GUARD +
··I}v J. Patrick Kelly
'folie Arbiter
Aladdin Egyptian Cuisine
t 11 Broadway Avenue
~68-0880..
: Tucked away inside a typ-
i~al American strip mall on
Broadway Avenue rests a
l'iidden jewel of the
~editerranean: Aladdin
Egyptian Cuisine.
: In 1981, after owning
fcstaurants in Saudi Arabia
qnd Germany, Chef Ibrahim
Ebed moved to America.
~ortly after-arriving in New
tork City, he was selected for
<I prestigious chef position at
tpe United Nations head-
lJuarters, where he fed diplo-
mats and ambassadors from
~uwait and Saudi Arabia for
~early a decade.
• Ebed brought his rustic
Mediterranean fare to the
Cern State in 1992. Next year,
,e..laddin is celebrating their
~nth anniversary in Boise.
• Over the last decade,
.Aladdin has become a sane-
tJ,Iary for vegetarians in the -
Treasure Valley, which is his-
t,prically better known for
meat and potato menus.
: Aladdin doesn't intention-
<tlly specialize in vegetarian
~l1sine, but because of the
nature of Mediterranean cui-
:ilne, the menu boasts the one
4f the best meatless selections
~ lown. Regardless, Ebed
treats lamb, beef and chicken
with the same flair as he does
\lie vegetables and legumes.
: With winter aPEroaching,
~laddin's cuisine has extra
~peal because of their hearty
and healthy offerings. '
: During a rainstorm last
tteek, I took solace from
By Jennifer KovaCS
Dailtl Kellt stater (Kcllt Statc
U.) U-Wirc
Artists and Music Promotions
political Action Committee,
Novoselic opened the show
by urging students to partici-
pate in a meaningful electoral
reform.
"The electoral process is
like a rundown greasy spoon,"
Novoselic said. "You go in
and there's one table but only
two chairs, and they're'
reserved for Republicans and
Democrats."
Novoselic promotes an
inclusive democratic process
that will make it possible for
third-party candidates to suc-
cessfully run iti elections and
for there to truly be no taxa-
tion without representation.
"I really liked what Krist
had to say," senior English
major Sue Savickas said. "The
more informed people are, the
easier it is to get younger peo-
ple to make a difference."
Sobule has been for social
r.eform since her song ''I'
Kissed a Girl" was banned
from many radio stations. "I
feIt like Ice-T doing 'Cop
Killer,'" Sobule said.
She performed an acoustic
set of songs of social commen-
tary, including a love song to
New York and one on the dif-
ference between drug laws for
George W. Bush and a kid
across the tracks.
Biafra also faced issues
with censorship as a musician.
Ilis Dead Kennedys album
"Frankenchrist" was the first
album ever to go to trial for
content. Biafra's sreech
focused on the events 0 Sept.
II, and he argued agains~ the
resulting war in Afghanistan.
"I'm frightehed of Bush
saying 'You're with us or with
the terrorists." Biafra said.
"We need to stand up and
say, 'No, we're not with Bush
or the terrorists. Is what we're
doing now really the best way
to solve the problem?' What
happened to rethinking what
made these people so mad in
the first place?"
The speakers ended the
show by taking numerous
questions from audience
members who wanted to
know how they could become
involved in political reform.
One student asked how exact-
ly to get an anti-war move-
ment started at Kent State.
Novoselic advised that all of
the. organizations on campus
working for that very thing
should unite and take action
together.
"I think college students
arc extremely apathetiC in
general," said Matt Donowick,
a junior anthropology major.
"The show tries to get people
mad and involved. It's only a
matter of time before people
stand up and start to do S0l11.e-
,thing."
an ornate tomato rose. AII
Tripoli Mezza platters
include perfectly golden
Egyptian flat bread for scoop-
ing. _
POI' meat-lovers, I recom-
mend the Shish Kebab (Iamb
or beef skewers), Lubieh
(green beans with lamb
medallions in a rich tomato
sauce) and a sandwich that is
billed as Egypt's Gyro: the
Shawarma (beef and lamb 'or
chicken).
After dinner, I indulged
my sweet 'tooth with a heav-
enly piece of Baklava and a
steaming cup of mint tea.
Kudos needs to be given to
Aladdin for 10 years of culi-
nary consistency. Enjoy
Musicians, including
Nirvana bassist Krist
Novoselic and Dead
Kennedys founder [cllo Biafra,
encouraped Kent State
University students to become
involved in political activism
Tuesday night in the Student
Center Ballroom.
The May 4 Task Force host-
ed the Spitfire Tour, which
includes musicians, actors and
activists speaking on global
affairs. They talked to stu-
dents about how to change the
state of the world around
them.
"We always have a fall pro-
gram, and this year 1 wanted
something big," said Kelley
Garbett, co-chair of the task
force. "It's an incredibly good
show for the amount of money
it costs, and it's incredibly
unique. They all have an
important thing to say."
Adam Werbach, former
president of the national envi-
ronmental group, the Sierra
Club and the current host of
the newsmagazine "The Thin
Green Line," mediated the
event. The musicians, who
spoke on various political top-
ics, were Novoselic, Biafra and
singer and songwriter Jill
Sobule, founder of the Joint
Boise State University Department of Theatre Arts presents
Bertolt Brecht's "Mother Courage and Her Children" .
Directed by Richard Klautsch
Featuring guest artist Lynn Hoffiund in the title role
Nov. 14-17, 7:30 p.m.
Nov~ 18,2 p.m.
Special Events Center
haw for City
Up to $3,000.00 Per Semester for
Full-Time Stur:/ents !!!
. '
Vote Tuesday Nov. 6
Votjng is not only your right. it is your DUTY and RESPONSIBILITY! Democracy only
works when we all participate. America is at war right now to protect this right and our
freedoms. Don't waste the opportunity many have fought to-preserve. for you. Even if you
are not from Boise. as a part-time resident you can still vote if you have lived here at least
30 days before election ,day. Send a message to the Boise government that you will not
, tolerate your lack of representation any longer.
* ,MontgomeryGI Bill .. Montgomery GI Bill Kicker
* State Tuition Assistance • Cash Bonuses
* Student Loan RepaymE!n.tPro~ram
• Living wages
•Youth representation
November 5. 2001
~'".~;.nn..•....O.•.W1cemen. ts...llJ....·elp. ..··....... ' ..•. ' . .Wanted
Get free help with
your writing at the
BSUWriting Center
LA-200, 426-1298.
STUDENTS
Get paid to surf the
internet. Start earning
- money TODAY @
r---=~=~"""""--' www.paidforsurf.com
STUDENTSI /join.html?rend=cinds
REMINDERI
ASBSU(426-'«0)""",-
FREE ATTORNEY
CONSULTATIONS
wl1h.locOlpOvote_""
mott IogoI problomo you may
hovo.
"""udlng:
divorce/family law
landlord problems
child custody and
child support
collectIon and
debt problems
penJonallnJury and
Insurance
workmen'a
compensation
claims
DUUcrlmlnal
TAKE
ADVANTAGEI
Nanny Opportunities!
Immediate placement
with families that offer
great salaries,
room/board travel
opportunities and
much morel Childcare
experience and enthu-
siasm a must.
Call goNANI at
1-800-937-6264
c.aM8S·Jblfl~
AllomI)'l:~l.IUmLJ:
lndJoM~of~
lLllUmlllAw~ lLP,
8OIM,to.
Subjects wanted.
People, pets, etc. for
beginning photograph-
er, will trade for prints.
Call 368-9906 Earn $1000· $11000this
semester with the ea8Y
Campusfundralser.colll
three hour fundralslng
event. Does not Involve
credit card appllcatlons.
Fund raising, dates are
filling quickly, so call
todayl Contact
Campusfundralscr.colII at
(888)-92S-S2S8, or visit
BSUBiling. Ed Student
would love to care for
your child! CPR &
First Aid Cert. Avail
Anytime Fri Sat Mon
& Eves T-Thur in your
home or mine 6.50/hr
& 7.50/hr for 4yr and
under [aimie at 338-
3849 or 440-0324
Your ad goes here.
Call 345-8204x1l9 to
place ad.
UnitedParcelService
Employment
. E~~3
~
'50/hr ijips1
oWeekends ~ I'
Shifts available '-,,-",,"IJ)
o work around school
chedule
Information:
On·Campus Call:
426-5627
OnlheWeb:
shopt@ups.com
UPS Is an Equal Opportunity,
Affirmative ActIon Employer.
IDEAL
EMPLOYMENT. ,
...those who have excellent verbal
skills and need a flexible
schedule ...
IMAGINE THIS:
. E~~ &W~eOOshifts ~ hrltil
'TopDol1ar'OIJIre~~U~I~ .
• Paid TrainIng
~~ ~iURNER &KLErnStudents get free clas-
sified adsl Give us a
call for more info. or to
place your ad.
345-8204 x119
How to play:
Read the Monday edition of'The
Arbiter & find the trivia question of
the week, then submit your answer
to contest@arbiteronline.com.
The correct answer will be printed
in the Thursday's edition. If you
were right, you'll be rewarded with
two entries for the weekly
drawing-if you were wrong, your
answer will be passed around the
office and laughed at!
Contest rules:
All e-mails must include an
an~er (preferably a correct one),
your name, address and a phone
number-so we can hunt you
down if you win.
Weekly winners will be -
announced in the following
Monday edition. The Grand
Prize winner will be announced
in the Dec. 17th Finals Relief
issue. Contest runs 08/27/01
though 12114/01.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL (208) 376-4480
Toyota '91 Camry
Best Offer Buys
TODAYlI
call 385-9620
Norton Antivirus
Version 5.0 for Macs
$10 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Illustrator
Version 7.0 for Macs
$40 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Photoshop
Version 5.0 for Macs
$60 Call The Arbiter @
345-8204
Adobe Acrobat
Version 3.0 for Macs
$5.00 Call The Arbiter
@345-8204
[Housing I
Evergreen Suites -
Partially Furnished
private Suites by BSU.
All Utilities and Cable
TV paid - FREE HBO
843-1600$350/Month
Newer duplex
2bd/2ba double car
garage, fenced back-
yard $775/ month Call
381-8431
The Arbiter • Page 1 _It
.......,
• I,...
D'LBERT~
OOGBEA-r. C Unlled Feature Syndicat •• Inc.
WE ,SHOULD ADD
THIS FEATURE TO
OUR PRODUCT TO
I"\AKE IT MORE
USEFUL.
Norton Utilities
Boise & Nampa's Version 4.0 for Macs
Best Part-Time $10 Call The Arbiter@
Job for Studentsl 345·8204
E3 ARE YOU TELLING1 ME THAT NOT ONE
~ PERSON ON EARTH
il WILL USE OUR PRODUCT
~ WITHOUT THAT
FEATUR£.?!\
~ yOU CHANGED WHAT
I SAID INTO A
BIZARRE ABSOLUTE.
OH I I CHANGEEVERYTHING
yOU SAY?!
,-_~_", ..I ,..;l
E
~- THEY SAY IT ~
I SIGNED uP ~ I H P~ W LL EL I'\E !
FOR A YOGA. ACHIEVE HARI'\ONY ~
CLASS. I AND BALANCE. ~.
E ~8 ~
~ ~
~~..L- __ lL..Ji~~B..-l~~
FAILING AT
THAT, I PLAN
TO STARE AT
STRETCHY
WOI'\EN.
\
I'VE LOST ThJO
POUNDS SINCE
I SIGNED UP
FOR YOGA
CLASS.
~ AND I yOU ~
NEVER H"VEN'T .
GET HnD !sICI< A A ~
ATMO~E. ell"' YET. \
f'\I\YBE I' 1'\
SOI'\E SORT
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PRODIGY .
~
@
I
rID 0 §
E
8
~tt=:.~n:m~
C=JO~~~
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Okay, okay-if you were wrong,
you can still send another e-mail
to contest@arbiteronline.com
with the correct answer, and
you'll be rewarded with one entry
for the weekly drawing just for
being so persistent!
Congratulations
AniyStack
last weeks winner.
The Fine Print
All winners will be sdceted by a random
drawing of eligible enrries. Weekly
winners will receive a prize donared by
that week's sponsor. All entries
conraining the correct answer' will be
entered into a grand prize drawing. to be
held at the end of the semester. No
purchase nctCssary. All prizes will be
awarded. Grand prize will be one
semestCfof free books, to be: provided by
the BSU Bookstore. Used books will be:
providco where available. 'ntis offer is
void where prohibited or restricted by
federal, state, ot local laws. Employees
of'nte Arbiter, the BSU Smdent Union,
their Wits and government employees
are noteligiblc.Applicable tilts are the
sole responsibUity of the winners.
Crossword
ACROSS
1 In this place
5 Separate
9 Torn 'tickets
14 Above
15 Small combo
16 Painter' Matisse
17 Packs heat
19 Ryan or Tatum
20 Waiting in the
wings
21 Crow's cry
23 Picnic invader
24 SUV's ancestors
29 Irk
30 Iroquois tribe
33 Truck
, compartment
36 Cafeteria stack
38 Water pitchers
39 "Ben "
40 "And I Love "
41 Vegas
43 Ready to go
44 Delete
46 "Thou not..'
48 A couple
49 Japanese
horseradish
51 Climbing plants
53 Fire-safety
device
58 Unruly group
60 Hanoi holiday
61 Figure of speech
62 Unsuitable
64 Became more
severe
68 Kiel or Suez
69 Needle case
70 Rachel or Simon
71 Dawson or Gide
72 Latvian
73 Bump off
DOWN
1 Tramps
2 Phenomenon
3 Ranch name in
"Giant"
4 Listed mistakes
5 Sch. group
6 Schedule abbr.
7 Edge
8 Puccini opera
.9 Carry a big stick
10 Sawbuck '
© 2001 Tribune Media Services. Inc
All rights reserved.
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Solutions
A
11. Superlatively
apprehensive
12 Husk of grain
13 Sediment
18 Kissing game
22 Earlier
25 Fairy-tale
monster
26 Draws closer
27 Sardonic
28 Innovative
31 Sketched
32 Concerning
33 Masticate
34 Surrounding glow
35 Parade group ~~..;...
37 Great _ Lake
42 Came down to
earth
45·Newsman
Donaldson
47. Concealed
50 Likable '50s
candidate?
52 Threaded
fasteners
54 Lucy'S landlady
t:J a N v
V N V :)
d V N Io VII
59 Son of Judah
63 _ excellence
65 Goddess of ~
criminal folly
66 Same old same
old
67 Mind the chil~l1ren
55 Oi musical
sounds
56 "Martha" or .
"Norma" .
57 "I Am Woman"
singer'
58 ••Isinglass
_.-
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tidelU\d a mQi'ning papedor
~e .coslo! ~ dollar. Reiser
envisions increasing ridership
10.to 1~ fold. but insists first
that a radical educational and
\idvertising campaign must be
used. .
. "For the cost of one tank of
gas a person could ride a bus
for a month," said Reiser.
• She is also interested in cre-
ating affordable housing for
the city.
:: Looking at existing success-
ful pilots such as the Oak Park
Village, created by a joint ven-
ture of Tomlinson and
:i\ssociates and Idacorps, is one
step in ensuring affordable but
safe housing, Reiser said.
, "This model has been in
place for five years and is
showing sustainability and
uffordability," she said.
, Reiser says this type of
housing I?rojectavoids self-ful-
filling st!gmatizing and aims
in changing sUrvival iIlto·~.
tainability. '.. .. . '.
The approval of lightingiri
response to safety issues on
the Greenbelt excites Reiser.
However, she also suggests
avoiding a 2417 system, thus
prioritizing neighborhood
wishes. Reiser thinks solar
power is a viable alternative to
. conventional Greenbelt light-
ing.
Education again plays a
major role in ensuring land-
lords and tenets are responsi-
ble for avoiding "slums:' She
says landlords and tenets must
be advised as to what the laws
are, and this 'potentially is a
manageable problem.
"I believe education can
change some of the ignorance
and contempt that has
occurred in the past between
landlords and tenets," Reiser
said.
PHILIPS
fromPlJ·2 .
to 'che<% density areas and 'b~rilo9~asSodati.olUl··. are
acq~ transr>rtation com;'- imeortar't, Clffectirig .neilili;,
dors,altemative transporta- bo!,~ood,Safetyl,lrid tnEl
tion would be Easy to access. 'upkeep Of homes.' • •
"We should not allow big "We, should incorporate a
urban sprawl with no urban ' cooperation betWeen neigh-
services," he said. borhood associations and law
He also said the' city enforcement to make neigh-
should look' at mixed neigh- borhoods safer," he said.
borhood growth. This 'Safety on the Greenbelt is
includes housing for single another concern Phillips said
family residents, rental units he is interested in pursuing.
and various services. "The Greenbelt is a huge
He said this would aid in asset to the city, and it makes
. creating low-income housing. sense to improve it whenever
Other solutions include uti- possible," he said.
lizing existing neighborhood He said that the city bud-
infrastructure to lessen build- get was close to $4.5 million,
ing .costs. For example, it which, "is not a lot of money
would cost less to use existing for a two year cycle.
sewer and water lines than However, if. the city were to
construct new lines. sharpen pencils and cut back
"That way, the homeown- in areas it is not a problem to
er or renter does not have to fund things the city needs,
bear that cost," he said. like lights for the Greenbelt:'
Phillips feels that neigh-
:MAPP
from pg. 2
On Greenbelt safety, Mapp
feels that people need to be
aware of the dangers
involved.
"I think that we as a com-
munity have a resp,0nsibility
on the Greenbelt,' he said.
"The first thing 1think peoRle
should not necessarily use the
Greenbelt at night by them-
:;clves. During the day there
is enough traffic going back
and forth so there may not be
a concern:'
. Mapp does not oppose
lighting the Greenbelt.
However, he has some reser-
vations.
"I don't have a problem
with lighting, but the ques-
tion is what kind of lighting,
HUBBARD
frompg.2
is it where you light the sky
but not the ground? Someone
could be hiding in glare of the
light."
He also said he would like
to increase the availability of
affordable housing in the
downtown area for college
students and low-income res-
idents who work downtown.
"One of my issues is to
establish a affordable hous-
ing area for downtown," he
said. "We need more afford-
able housing for people who
live downtown and work
downtown. If we had more,
students could afford to have
a part-time job and still live
downtown and go to school."
tive effort, and says the city
and local businesses benefit
financially from 17,000 stu-
dents who spend their money
in Boise.
Although she encourages
this interface between city
involvement· and BSU,
Hubbard believes it is more
of .the responsibility of the
State Board of Education in
dealing with a majority of
financial issues.
Hubbard believes in free-
dom of speech, however
granting University profes-
sors ultimate academic -frce-
dom is a tough question.
"There are other ways for
students to be exposed to
controversial things than for
professors to get up and tell
them," she said. "It's a very
-tough question."
Affordable housing is
important to Hubbard, and
she will advocate affordable
housing in dealing with
growth as a priority.
"It is the Boise City
Council's responsibility to
encourage developers to cre-
ate affordable but safe hous-
ing," Hubbard said. "It's a
";,the shortest distance between
you nncl your refund
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No Vote, No Power.
Boise State students have enough voting
power to elect the next Mayor.
Let your voice be heard on November 6th.
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responsibility to fix or
revamp gray field areas, or
areas that have fallen into
disrepair and have a high
vacancy rate:'
She says forcing young
people to live outside of Boise
because they can't afford to
live within city limits is
wrong and preventable if
investment in older neighbor-
hoods became a priority in
the Council's agenda. '
Hubbard thinks Greenbelt
safety is important and she
encourages citizens to
become part of safety volun-
teer patrols. It was her hope
that lighting would have
been approved earlier in the
budgeting process. Money
probably won't be afforded
the Greenbelt in one lump
sum she says, but continual
upkeep is definitely a possi-
bility.
"The Greenbelt definitely
needs to be revamped, there
is no way a person could
roller blade on sections of this
path, given the tree root dam-
age and cracks," she said.
BUDGET CUTS
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The base budget system
under-funds enrollment,
~hich compounds the prob-
lem when a school faces large
increases in student num-
bers.
The population explosion
in Southern Idaho has put the
strain on the system.
Hasselquist said the
enrollment workload reim-
bursement would likely not
be funded next year, either.
The enrollment funds
would be added to the IOUs.
BSU enrollment reached
an all-time high for Idaho
universities last year, and
administrators say slow eco-
nomic times tend to increase
enrollment.
"The Board and the
Legislature have acknowl-
edged the inequity issue but
have not reached a solution,"
Blake said.
At the last Board meeting,
she said, the committee
working on budget equity
seemed to have a handle on
the problem and was work-
ing to get changes made.
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.: Jordan said .Boise' needs a
~tagt\! ()£ housing that is
affordabfe f9rthe people who
do not have the means for
expensive hoUsing. She sug-
gests enforcing or increasing
city . codes for preventing
neighborhood slums. She also
has interests in making neigh-
borhoods safer.
"AF. for increasing neigh-
borhood safety, the neighbors
need to look out for one
another and get to know each
other better too," she said;
. She sai,d that increased city
codes might be a way of pro-
tecting tenets q-om living in
an unkempt house.: but that
both tenets and owners' will
be held responsible' for violat-
ing the elitablished codes pre-
venting city slums.
WETHERELL
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been handled.
"I think that Dr. Ruch has
done a remarkable job of
dealing with these issues in
terms of simply public rela-
tions aspects, dealing with
the city and dealing with the
neighborhoods and trying to
be a good neighbor."
When it comes to public
transportation, Wetherell
doesn't hold out much hope
for improvement. He points
to the lack of funding options
available to cities for public
transit.
"It is very easy to get up
on your soapbox and say we
need a public transportation
system that has busses sched-
uled every 15 minutes, but
the state of Idaho has provid-
ed no funding mechanism for
local mass transit other then
utilization of property taxes:'
"Can I tell people that
there is going to be a massive
improvement in Boise's mass
transit system? No. I'd be
lying:'
When asked about the
issue of academic freedom for
professors, Wetherell is gen-
erally supportive.
"If you mean by ultimate
academic freedom, should
university professors be
allowed to form a cell of the
Nazi Party USA, I'd probably
say no. But in terms of the
ability to express and discuss
controversial and unpofular
ideas, that is an essentia role
of the university, and is a
learning experience. If we are
afraid to. defend or discuss
our ideals, then they are
never tested:'
SUB EXPANSION
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ty departments that typically
generate revenue.
"We turn 20 groups away
wanting to use the ballroom
each month because we don't
have enough space," Barrett
said. "There are days there are
no places to sit in the food ser-
vices area. The Bookstore is
grossly inadequate for the size
of our campus:'
Besides money-generating
services, the SUB expansion
would also provide space for
the Women's Center, the
Cultural Center and the
Arbiter, all of which are cur-
rently located in a SUBannex.
But in the meantime, stu-
dents may prefer paying less
and making do with current
services.
"In times like this, every-
body hasto tighten their belt,"
Barrett said. "We've got to,live
with what we have right
academic year.
"There is no way we can do
it in a year like this," he said.
"Right now, we need to keep
students fees as low as possi-
ble given that students must
absorb a higher matriculation
fee:'
Peterson also said he was
concerned that students are
paying money for a project
that may not start for a couple
years.
The $25 fee, which gener-
ates about $600,000 per year,
may need to be used to offset
matriculation fees or given
back to students in a rebate,
Peterson said.
Barrett said the money will
be used to hire an architect
and pay for design fees.
Peterson said there is one
argument, however, for SUB
expansion - profitability. The
SUBis one of several universi-
Blake said problems arise
when the committee address-
es the full Board.
"The process bogs down
and the politics start coming
out," she said.
Hasselquist said the uni-
versity presidents came up
with an initial agreement and
agreed on several principles
of change. When they ran the
numbers, however, Ruch
backed out of the 'llan
because the solutions di not
fit his expectations.
The committee is expected
to provide another report at
the November Board meet-
ing.
The public may address
the Board before any of its
meetings. Hasselquist said he
recommends contacting the
Board secretary and schedul-
ing a time to speak. .
The board allows five min-
utes for each person who
addresses the Board.
The next meeting will be
held Nov. 14 and 15.
COST-CUTTING
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ted to the State Board.
While the university may
not need Board approval for
this measure explicitly, Ruch
said he feels it is important
that when any major issue
comes up, he tries to let the
Board know about it.
"If we're going to have
school for four-and-a-half
days, they should know about
it," he said.
Since a slow economy is
reducing state revenues,
many items are facing' early
discussion this year.
This is the reason fee
increases were brought up in
October.
"Everybody acts as though
it were a done deal,' said
Ruch.
He said the reality is that
the usual fee increase process
will continue.
The process includes a call
for Board hearings in January,
followed by public hearings
in February. The Executive
Budget Committee will meet
in March to formulate its rec-
ommendations, and propos-
als will finally reach the
Board in April.
Ruch said the Board
requires "fair warning" any
time student fees are pro-
posed to rise more than 10
percent.
The State Board also asked
all Idaho universities to pro-
vide the budget office with
contingencies for next year's
budget, in the continuing
struggle to predict the shift-
ing Idaho economy.
"We were asked to provide
'what if?' answers when we
don't know what the 'what
ifs' are," said Ruch.
The details of the economic
impact ofthe Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks are just beginning to
trickle in.
Ruch said these factorS
make it difficult for individu-
als to plan, and it is equally
difficult for institutions tO'do
the same.
"If you read the business
pages, listen to analysts,and
watch the reports, you begin
to see the effects of 9-11. It is
just crazy," said Ruch.
